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BEF Asks $23 Million for UNM
Full Appropriafi·on Considered Unlikely

By MARK SANCHEZ
SANTA FE- Board of
Ed\lcational Finance (BEF)
William McConnell presented the
Legislative Finance Committee
(LFC) yesterday with the Board's
final recommendations for the
state's institutions of higher
learning,
McConnell asked the
committee headed by John
Mershon (D·Otero) for an increase
in the appropriations of the state's
universities of 10.7 per cent,
Under the recommended
appropriation UNM would receive
over $23 million from the· state
general fund if the
recommendation remains intact
through the House and Senate
before :teaching the Governors
desk, but that is unlikely to
happen.
A Miracle
Photo b:, Chuck J!'eil
LFC Chairman Mershon said he
fr
didn't think the appropriation
woulP.,be granted in its entirety.
A~\ALSHEtnoiad with a $4.8 million

William McConnell
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State of the Campus Speech

Ethnic Studies Reaction Mixed

Charles Becknell and
Ray Hamilton
By SANDY McCRAW
Reaction to ASUNM President
Ken White,s objection to ASUNM
funding of ethnic study groups
ranges from mild support to cries
of racism.
White made the statement
during his State of the Campus
addr<J&5 to ScnatJJ Wednf>sday
night, saying it should be an
administration responsibility to
fund the ethnic programs.
ASUNM this year gave Chicano
Studies $4220; Afro-American
Studies $3000; Kiva Club $4825
and Black Student Union $1930.
Minority scholarships awarded
by ASUNM amounted to $3500.
Academic Vice President
Chester Travelstead outlined
UNM,s funding of the three
programs.
When the programs first began
Travelstead said the University
gave them $12,000; the next year
about $53,000 and is currently
giving the programs nearly
$110,000.
"UNM has taken the initiative
to support a minorities study
program," he said. New Mexico
State University is cutrently
asking the Board of Educational
Finance for a special line item in
-....····~
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Antonio Mondragon

their budget to implement an
ethnic studies program.
Becknell
Leading the opposition to the
statement was Charles Becknell,
director of the Afro-American
Study Center. "It is now finally
out in the open how this student
body feels about ethnic studies
and minority people and that
message is loud and clear: ethnic
studies and minority people are
expendable. Ethnic studies
programs were not designed for
longevity. It is amazing that we
have survived this long. Black
students pay their student fees
each semester yet they receive
very little in return," Becknell
said.
BeckMll <'llllPd for all students
supporting such a measure to
withhold fees to ASUNM. ($12 of
tach student's tuition each
semester goes to student
government.) He termed this only
a "mild form of protest. I'd hate

Ken White
to predict whaL will happen. I
won't because once you predict
something, you 1re accused of
starting it."
Chicanos
Antonio Mondragon, director
of the Chicano Studies program,
said, "We thank Ken White for his
thoughtful suggestion that the
administration should undertake
the burden . of funding ethnic
studies. We do not thank him for
suggesting who should not. H
Richard Wilson, director of the
Native American Studies Center
took a more moderate position.
"Ken artd I have talked about
ethnic studies programs. His
attitude is no surprise, but I don't
think it is necessarily a racist one.
He simply feels that ASUNM
shouldn't hav£> to pay for
instructional l'l'o~rams.
"A lot of our courses," Wilson
said, "would not have gotten off
the grou.td if it hudn 't been fm

student government funds. We are
very grateful to ASUNM."
Real Issue
Wilson, however, does not
think the statement is what it
might appear to be. "The real
issue is what kind of support the
administration will give us."
Currently, ethnic studies
programs are not a line item on
the University budget - which is
what Wilson would like to see
happen, he said.
Travelstead said the
administration would be willing to
give an additional $4000 to each
program for courses in ethnic
studies in established
departments. "We think the most
urgent need is for more money for
instruction,'' he said.
Agreement
Travelstead said he thought the
coordinators agreed with him. "I
do not think it is the
responsibility of the student body
to carry that program," he said.
Becknell has other ideas about
administration funding. 41 The
UNM administration will state
that there just isn't enough money
available to fund ethnic studies at
the level they should be funded.
Mr. White knows that this shifts
the responsibility fron1 his
shoulders to someone else's. As a
result, both parties can watch
ethnic studies die a very slow
death," he said.
Impossible Situation
In exploring the role of ethnic
studies programs in the
University, Wilson said it
currently is "an impossible
situation administratively." He
advocates the ethnic studies
programs either be made a
d apartment or division or
.included under a new vice
president of the University. He
illustrated his point by pointing
out the ethnic studies programs
can not even order books through
the bookstore without going
through some established
department.
Students
Students in the various groups
generaiiy agreed with their
directors. Jerry Cordova, ASUNM
senator contacted at the Native
American Center, said he agreed
with . the original intent of
ASUNM 1 He said he felt the
administration has "been 1ax 1f in
fundirtg the ethnic programs. "I
don't think there is any hostility
in White's remark. However, I do
think ASUNM has responsibilities
to ethnic studies because of the
Indian students who are membc:?rs
of ASUNM."
uKen did make the point, ..
Cordova continued, "that the
administration does not see the
(Please turn to page :J)

increase in higher educ~tion and
·an additional $200,000 for
libraries, the total education
allocation would amount to a
$17.7 million increase for
education over last year's general
appropriation.
· He said he couldn't see how
other government operations
could function if the
appropri~tion was granted. "There
won't be the same incroase next
year as there was this year unless a
miracle happens," he said
regarding the states surplus funds.
Decrease in Revenue
McConnell explained the need
for an increased appropriation was
due in large part to the number of
new factors affecting universities
statewide which would result in a
loss of revenue for them.
He said the new policy
changing residency requirements
from a one year residency in the
state after the 21st birthday to a
requirement of age 18,
registration to vote and one year's
residency, would take a sizeable
chunk at tuition income.
That policy, said McConnell,
"will re<tult in a loss of revenue in
the state's institutions of about a
half million dollars," He added
later in answer to a committee
member's question, "I think if it
could be done the State of New
Mexico could assert its own
interest in not educating people
from another state, The state in
its financial situation should not
be educating people (who ate) the

responsibility of another state,"
Tuition Exemption
McConneH also cited the new
Vietnam veterans amendment to
the Constitution which would
make veterans exempt from
paying tuition as another major
source of income lost.
He said a loss of about
$700,000 would be realized to the
state universities and vocational
schools, McConneH said the
present number eligible for the
exemption in the state was around
7000,
The BEF chairman also cited
the increase in student enrollment
as ,a contributing factor in the
appropriation request, He noted
last year's 11 per cent increase in
enrollment and this year's nine
per ct>nt increase, "were both well
beyond our projections,"
Faculty salaries which will
increase an average of five and a
half per cent next year were also
listed by McConnell as reasons for
an increase in the appropriation,
Sa I aries for non-professional
personnel including student help
will range from a minimum, said
McConnell, of eight per cent to 12
per cent.
Mershon asked for questions
from the committee and for
comments from members of the
audience. Gary Blakely, student
body president of Eastem New
Mexico University and Ken White,
ASUNM President, both spoke
favorably of the
recommendations. Both sit on the
BEF as ElX·officio members.

Rep. John Mershon

Senate Requests Colleges
Seek More Ethnic Monies
A resolution supporting "those
individuals and groups that are
attempting to receive complete
administrative funding for their
respective campus ethnic study
p.rogroms" w:~1 }A.'\ ~c:t'd W('dncsday
night by the ASUNM Senate.
At the same time the Senate
passed a bill allocating $150 for
the ASUNM Lobby Committee to
be used for lobbying the
Legislative Finance Committee to
carry out the intent of the
resolution.
Resolution
'I'hc text of the resolution,
introduced by President Pro Tem
Jerry Buckner, reads:
"Whereas New Mexico State
University has made an
unprecedented attempt before the
Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) for their Ethnic Study
Centers, and
''Whereas the Associated
Students of the University of New
Mexico has had past record of
attempts to get the UNM
Administration to take over the
entire Ethnic Study funding,
"Be it therefore resolved that
We1 the Associated Students of
the U NM Student Senate,
wholeheartedly support the
universities and colleges
throughout the State of New
Mexico that are attempting to get
complete administrative funding
for their respective campus Ethnic
Study programs. The
establishment of these
departments should and must be
given top priority funding on each
campus by the various
administrations.
"ASUNM Sertate does not feel
that respective administrations of
various institutions should cut

back in other important
educational areas in order to
develop Ethnic Study
Departments.
"When the President of the
University is making more thnn
the Governor of the State, there
must be enough funds to catry
out sufficiently the different ar~as
o£ education on that institution 1s
campus.
"Be it further resolved that we,
the ASUNM Senate, ask the BEF
and Legislative Finance
Committee to recognize and
support the University students
tteed for sufficient an~'complete
funding by each represpective
institutional administration. This
is not only a chance to make tho
State of New Mexico a forerunner
in education but to strengthen it
culturally al:;o. 11
Popular Entertainment
Other actions by the Senate
Wednesday night included the
election as pro tem of Buckner
and :referral of a bill to change the
compositiott or the Popular
Entertainment Committee to the
Senate Fin::tnce and Steering
Committees.
The PEC bill would establish
the composition of the committee
as six students and one ASUNM
&mator as voting members, and
the ASUNM Treasurer and a
represerttative of· the vice
president for student affairs as
ex--officio members.
The current coposition of the
PEC is set by the ASUNM
Co nsti t u tio11 as eight student
members, includin~ a senator; and
the vicypreisent of student affairs
the (Popc>joy) Concert Had
manager and the Union program
advisor, all ex-officio.
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ASUNM Asks Applicants

·'

For Committee Positions

Conserve paper-give this paper to· a :(riend

The ASUNM student
government needs applicants for
several committees. The
committees and the number of
positions to be filled are
(applications can be obtained in
room 248 of the Uni.on):
Campus Safety (4): Promotes
safety practices, procedures and
safety educational programs.
Continuing Education (1): Has
responsibility for formulating and
maintaining the general policies
regarding branch colleges, the
Community College and
non-degree programs.
Registration (1): Formulates
plans for all Phases of registration.
Scholarships, Prizes and Loans
(3): Formulates policies
pertaining to the granting of aid
and recruitment of students.
Cultural Program (1 ): Plans,
rna nages and sponsors the
University Program Series (e.g.,
:aroadway plays.

editorial
World

Let's Hold a Referendum
Usually the Daily Lobo's criticism of
student politics is reserved for ASUNM and
the teeming thousands of apathetic students
who are generously referred to as its
constituency.
However, the graduate students have
outdone themselves in torpor by failing to
produce more than one candidate for the
two elective administrative posts.
The irony of the present situation is that
the founding of the Graduate Student
Association was heralded with many paeans
to the "maturity" of graduate students, and
the self-interested unity of this small group.
GSA officials assert one of their most
effective lobbying techniques in Santa Fe is
to present a "mature" image, countering the

"immature" image of undergraduate
lobbyists.
The alleged maturity of the graduate
students cannot be believed however when
they fail to find one among their number
who has the vision to work in the GSA
government for all graduate students, or
even the cunning to serve his own special
interests by seeking election.
The Daily Lobo has two suggestions to
improve the graduate student government:
1. Hold a referendum and vote itself out of
existence, 2. Hold a referendum and rejoin
ASUNM where the "mature" graduate
students will blend into the "immature"
crowd.

News
By United p,.,,. h1ternatlonal

Hoover Ouster 'Speculation'
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Attorney General John Mitchell
dismissed as "pure speculation" Thursday a report that
President Nixon planned to oust J. Edgar Hoover as FBI
director after the election.
Mitchell was asked on the Today Show on NBC about a
story in the Chicago Tribune which quoted high
administration sources as saying Hoover would either resign
or be given a "chairman of the board" position after
November.
" ... As the spectrum of stories have run with respect to
Mr. Hoover before, this is pure speculation," Mitchell said.

Johnson Accepts National Post
UNM senior Sam Johnson has
been elected second vice grand
basile us of the national Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, the highest office
for which an undergraduate
student is eligible in the
organization.
As second vice grand basileus of
Omega Psi Phi, Johnson will be
liaison between the organization's
undergraduate and intermediate
chapters and the top echelons of

MANILA -Students protesting increased tuition fees
pelted police and school guards with pillbox bombs, rocks
and torches in Manila's downtown "University Bel~"
Thursday.
Reports from hospitals and police showed at least 17
persons were injured by pillbox bomb explosions, flying
rocks, torches and tear gas cannisters.
Doctors at Manila's Sigian Memorial Clinic said one
policeman was in serious condition and was given a 50-50
chance to survive.

(Continued from page 1)
courses as a regular part of the
educational experience."

STOCKHOLM-Two imprisoned antiwar priests have been

while the student was not around be paying you to live here just to
to discuss the faults found as the keep up the image of a happy
I am writing to express my insooction was conducted during dorm.
personal protest concerning the semester break.
But I guess we must not forget
failure of the University to grant
Secondly, I would like to know that the school is only in this to
tenure to William Brisk.
where anyone gets the nerve to make a profit and not for any
There have been a few decisions charge a student money for ridiculous
reason like making a
that I have disagreed with damages to a building ready to fall student happy or providing a
C(lncerning the University in the down anyway; with paint
congenial atmosphere to an
past few years, but none that I
chipping, inadequate heating and
dreary mausoleum. You
have found so disappointing.
pipes hammering, windows which otherwise
may ask yourself why I stay.; well,
I do not know what rationale
give insufficient ventilation due to .in fact 1 plan to move out next
could possibly have shaped the the fact that they just won't open, semester as soon as I have the
committee's decision, unless it soundproofing which is so money to. In the mean time I
was that he cared and was inadequate that you could hear a might as well sit back and let
con~cm!!d. clJont .his. students.. I ... pih -dtop and finally a general
housing rob me hliud and makuhave found only one or two other unattractiveness to the inside of $14 (or whatever the amount is)
University professors who were as the building to the extent that profits off me while charging me
concerned with helping students with the telephones pulled out of for the paint that's chipping off,
understand the material in a the wall, the molding pee.ling off, the peeling walls, etc....
course as Bill Brisk.
d
Thank you, Mr. Schulte, for
1 cannot attest :o his expertise the paneling half on half off an
in international .•. iitics, for I am the doors sticking so that half the this rude awakening and a lesson
time they are unopenable you get on how· to make money and
but a novice. l can say, from the impression that they should people unhappy in one step.
taking his international politics
Hoard Hamel
course, that his personal
anecdotes and his knowledge of
literature in the field made the
course quite enlightening. But
even more important than his
knowledge of the course was his
Letters to the Editor ...
ability to reach the student. His
teaching style was refwo.hing.
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
I can only hope that this
typewritten and double spaeed.
horrendous error will bE' rectified.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
This ill a great university, one
included
with the letter or it will not be considered for
which I hold in great esteem, anil
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
it will only stay that way if we
keep and tenure professors like
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
Bill Brisk.
number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
Tont Hogg,III

Lobo Letters, Bema Policies

Dorm Conditions
Today l received on my mail
box a directive from Robert
Schulte, assistant director of
hou11ing. It told o£ a safety
(supposedly) inspection of every
dorm room during semester break.
It went on to report of various
items found or damage done to a
room for which the student is
being charged in Cull.
First of all I would like to
know why if this were only a
safety inspection it was conducted
Page 2

Bernadette

Germany Bans DDT
BONN-A comprehertsive prohibition of the insecticide
DDT was approved Thursday by a committee of the West
f
German Parliament. Government spokesmen said the use o
DDT was a menace to public health and the environment and
urged passing the law to prohibit its manufacture, import,
1
sa e ()r use.
-.. · · · --

ASUNM

Big enough.fo fit

acow

Civil Servants Must 'Serve'

"IJlacks and all other minority
students are entitled to get
something from their fees. What
Ken

is

proposing

is

taxation

without represenation. Ken thinks
he's the president of the Ford
Foundation. Student government
isn't the Ford Foundation or the
Carnegie Foundation -it uses our
funds and it's set up to serve us."
White's recommendations will
probably bt> indud"d in his
budget for academic year
1972-73. The budget must be
approved by the Senate and
approved during a referendum
vote by the student body in the
spring.

1 · ~"S~I
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or smaller sizes 26-42

HOUSTON-A plea of U.S. District Judge Woodrow Seals
to be excused from jury duty on the grounds he was a civil
officer by the federal government and an attorney was turned
down by State District Court Judge Thomas J. Stovall.
Stovall said exemptions on those grounds were abolished last
year.

NEW YORK..JI'he Executive Committee of the Textile
Workers Union urged TWU members today to make the
defeat of President Nixon's re-election bid their no. 1 goal in
1972.
The union group cited increases in unemployment and the
cost of living, "constantly spreading poverty, rising crime,
that name, plus the name of that group.
unabated pollution and the further decay of our cities"
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of among its reasons for opposing the President.
letters received allows.

Chavez,

senator, made a statement on the
behalf of a group of students at
the Chicano Studies Center.
"Students," Chavez said, "do
not want to see Ken White pass
the buck on the issue of funding
just to get out of using ASUNM
funds for Chicanos, blacks and
native Americans."
Blacks
Ray Hamilton, a former
ASUNM senator and member of
the Senate Steering Committee,
felt the statement was "a stab Jn
the back."

nominated for the 1972 Nobel peace prize, a Swedish
member of Parliament said Thursday.
The Revs. Daniel and Philip Berrigan were suggested as
candidates for the coveted prize by Daniel Wirmark and
Jan-Erik Wikstroem. Wirmark said he sent a letter on behalf
of the Berrigan brothers to the Norwegian Starting
(Parliament) Nobel Committee one week ago.

Textile Workers Oppose Nixon

rJle

Ethnic Studies Reaction ...

Priests Get Nobel Bid

Tenure Decision

Apply Now For
Study in Spain

Johnson Honored

Manila Students Riot

letters. • •

National and International
Affairs ( 1): .{\dministers the
International Center and sponsors
programs on issues of natiC>nal or
international interest,
New Mexico Union Board (1);
Formulates plans for the
operation of the New Mexico
Union.
Student Publications (2);
Provides for the control and
management, t..:> include selection
of editors, for the Daily Lobo and
the Thunderbird.
Student Publications (2):
Provides for the control and
management, to include selection
of editors, for the Daily Lobo and
the Thunderbird .
Student Radio Board (1);
Provides for the control and
management, to include selection
of the station -manager, of
KUNM·FM. Student Standards (1
regular and 2 alternates): Hearing
Board for disciplinary matters
concerning students.
UNM student honored-Sam Johnson, left, a senior in pre·law at the
Student Activities Board (2):
University of New Mexico, is honored by Miss Indiana, Patricia
Co ordinates extracurricular
Patterson of Gary, Ind,, and Archie Williams, president of the Gary
activities.
Omega Psi Phi chapter. Johnson was elected second vice grand
Popular Entertainment (5):
basileus of the national fraternity, Omega Psi Phi, over the Christmas
Provides
for the selection and
Applications are now being
holidays and took office this month. A former Gary resident,
accepted for the UNM summer sponsorhip of popular
Johnson was honored at a New Year's celebration.
session extension in the City of entertainment programs.
Gijon, Spain.
The session, which is conducted
through the University's Office of
International Programs and
Services, is open to students from
the group. He was elected during cheerleading because the focus of both UNM and other schools.
the 60th anniversary celebration an article in "Sports Illustrated."
The academic director of the
in December in Houston.
Since then, Johnson has program is Professor Pelayo H.
A staff member of the conducted several cheerleading Fernanda:~: of the department of
Afro-American Studies Center at
clinics. He has also been active in modern languages. Students will
UNM, Johnson is coordinator and
dramatic presentations on and off be able to earn up to six credits.
founder of the Uhuru Sasa Dance
campus.
Any student who has
Troupe, coordinator for the UNM
successfully completed the
IJlack Students Union, and was
Major General Joseph J, Cody equivalent of four college
named Omega Psi Phi.
STORE
Jr., USAF, has been commander semesters of Spanish may apply.
Johnson gained national fame
Students interested in the
when his unique style of of the Electronic Systems Division program are advised to contact
of the Air Force Systems
For
the Office of International
Command since July 1968.
Programs and Services.

'
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maRy's

ca~e

Open Mon.-Sat. 8:30-7:00 P.M.
210 San Pedro S.E.

Breakfasts-Homemade
Red & Green Chile-Posole
Vegetarian Mex. Plate
BRING AD FOR
STUDENT
DJSCOUNT PLATES

Model
Model
Model
Model

KLH SPEAKERS
32 Save 5.45 ea.
17 Save 8.00 ea.
6 Save 20.00 ea.
23 Save 40.00 ea .

Bemas ...
Bernas are unsolicited, signed guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of The Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bemas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor, please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or Bernas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM, delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or deposited in the Lobo
Suggestion Box inside the east door of the Union.

Make the Short Trip to
Menaul & Pennsylvania
You'll be glad you did!

CHOOSE FROM THE BEST SELECTION AT THE BEST PRICES
Included in this big sale are the following automatic turntables and record changers
at BIG SAVINGS complete with base, dust cover and magnetic cartridge.
list
sale
list
sale
Garrard 40 B
75.45
59.00
Miracord 620
145.75
99.95
Garrard SL 55
95.45
75.00
Miracord 630
175.75
134.95
Garrard SL 65
110.45
89.95
Miracord 650
143.80
119.95
Garrard SL 72
135.45
113.95
Maricord 660 H 198.80
159.95
Garrard SL 95
177.45
149.95
Maracord 50 H
236.85
189.95
Garrard Z 100
270.50
229.95
Maricord 770 H 295.85
239.95

'-----------

We have
udder things
like:
belts 1 dress shirts 1 knit shirts

RED HOT PANTS

Special Student Terms
2312 CENTRAL SE

SALE INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE

·~
CHECK OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY

I'

DIAMONDS
OPEN
TONITE 'TILL 7;30

STEREO SYSTEMS

Dual 1215 in stock
Dual 1218
211.35

172.95

Dual 1219

209.95

252.05

SpeciallO% Discount from our Already Low
Blank Tape Prices with Student J.D.

from $220.00
SEE OUR SPECIAL AT
We Take Trades

244.50 A BEST BUY

Check our VERY AFFORDABLE
USED EQUIPMENT

New Receiver $109.95

THE GREATEST SELECTION
University & Central
1710 that is
Parking in the rear

----·--"""-------·-------------·
Open Mon-Wed-Fri until 9:00
296-6978

7611 Menaul N.E.

i
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Alleged 'Disdain and Contempt'

Lo.bo Review

Kansas Judge Ousts Kunstler

Kirk Anthology Poorly Packaged

By JOHN C. BRADEN
TOPEKA, Kan. {UPl)Attorney William Kunstler of
"Chicago Seven" notoriety was
banned Thursday from
repre&enting a homosexual
organization in a federal court suit
against the University of Kansas.
In a statement outside the
courtroom, Kunstler immediately
accused U.S. District Judge
George Templar of "gross.
violation of the first amendment."
Templar told Kunstler he could
not appear before him as an
attorney in a case in which the
Gay Liberation Frollt at the
Univetsity seeks to force its
recognition as an official campus

Biology Speaker
Vincent Massey, from the
department of biological
chemistry, the University of
Michigan, will speak on the UNM
campus Feb. 3, at 3 p.m. in the
basic medical sciences building,
room 241. The title of his talk
will be, "Involvement of a
Persulfide in the Hydroxylation
Reaction Catalyzed by Xanthine
Oxidase."

Unique Jewelry
For
Unique Occasions

Tom W. Thompson
400 San Felipe-Old Town

PICTURE YOURSELF AS

A PAUUST.

organization, entitling it to a share
of student activity fees,
Disdain
Templar said he acted because
of K1.1nstler's "disdain and
contempt" toward the judicial
process. Jack Klinkett, a young
attorney admitted to the bar in
1970, took over in Kunstler's
stead while the first Assistant
State Attorney General, John
Martin, represented the university,
Kunstler said during a recess
that "a judge is exercising his
power to ki;.ep_l~vyers out of his
court because h~: doesn't like what
they say, I can't imagine a grosser
violation of tht> first amendment.
The judge knows what he's done
is constitutionally_ invalid."
Support
Charles Oldfather of the
University of Kansas Law School,
present · as a \vitness for the
university, stood up and addressed
the court in Kunstler 's behalf,
saying he thought he should be
permitted to appear.
"I stand here as a member of
the bar and one admitted to this

court," he said. "I gueS& there are
times when one must stand and
speak."
KunstleP called Oldfather's
statement an aet of "enormous
courage,"
Proceedings
Kunstler left during a break in
the proceedings to return to New
York, where he said he had been
excused from a murder trial in
orde\' to appear in Topeka.
Templar cited as a reason for
his barring Knnstler the lawyer's,
in Tcmplar'll words, "persistent
enunciation that these courts are
not the place to get justice.
Without the courts, these poor
people you've misguided would be
in a deplorable situation,"
Kunstler said it was the fh·st
time in 30 years of practice that
he had been barred from
representing a client in court.
"I had to fight with one judge
and that was Judge (Julius)
Hoffman in Chicago (at the
Chicago Seven Seven trial),"
Kunstler said. "I still practice
before Judge Hoffman."

"'l'HE BES'l' OF RAHSAAN
ROLAND KIRK"
Rahsaan Roland Kirk
(Atlantic/SD 1592)
One of a host of Atlantic "best
of" ja?.z anthology issues, this
collection of Rahsaan Roland
Kirk's work explores material
which has been released on
previously issued Atlantic albums
between 1965·1971.
Kirk is unique in the jazz
world. He belo)lgs to none of the
jazz schools which crop liP and
are identified by Downbeat
critics, His musical influences
range from the classical to
primitive African. He remains one
of those rare spirits who is
plugged into the very language of
music and draws his own
statements .qom some other time
and space network.
'
Then there are the ways in
which Kirk expresses that musical

Relate Overheard Conversations to Defense Lawyer
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI)Two prospective jurors in the trial
of the Rev, Philip Berrigan and six
other antiwar activists disclosed
Thursday that other mem'bers of
the jury panel appeared convinced
the defendants were guilty of nn
alleged kidnap plot.
The two jllrors, both women,
made their disclosures during
quE:stioning by former U.S.
Attorney General Ramsey Clark, a
member of defense counsel.
Defense attorneys first indicated
they might .ask dismissal of the
entire 55-member jury panel but
later decided against such a move.
"Have you overheard any
conversation about the case since
you came here on Monday?"
Clark as';;ed each witness.
A black woman in her 20'& said
she and at ]east one other
prospective juror had heard two
middle-age men discussing the
defendants in the courtroom. A
second woman said she heard
other prospective jurors talking
freely about the accused.

"One was a farmer," the black
woman said, "He said one of the
defendants kept staring at him. He
said he'd like to get him on the
farm,"
"I heard one man say, 'If they
let him do it and get away with it,
then everybody can do it.' The
other one said 'you can just look
at them and tell they are g1.1ilty.' "
She said they did not identify
Berrigan specifically as the
defendant who did the staring.
Berrigan and the others are
being tried on charges they
conspired to kidnap presidential
adviser Henry A. Kissinger, blow
up heating duets in five
government buildings in
Washington, D.C., and vandalize
draft records in nine states.
"'l'he talk was mostly of guilt,"
the second woman told Clark.
Both women thought the
persons they overheard had
already been dismissed from tho
original 175 • member panel. 55
prospects were dismissed earlier
this week becnusc of personal

prejudice.
A doctor's wife Thursday
became thl) sixth juror to be
dismiS&ed by Judge R. Dixon
Herman because of her answers to
questions posed by government
and defense attorneys.
'l'he woman, an attractive
mother of four children, said she
had rend many accounts of the
ease, including some publishlld in
a paper financed by defense
supporters.
She also $aid her strong feelings
on the Vietnam War could sway
her judgment.
"Couldn't you put those
feelings aside?" Chief Prosecutor
William Lynch asked,
"I've thought about it so long
and hard, and I just don't know,"
she replied. "It might influence
me*"

Two other prospective jurors,
both from small towns, were
warned that some of the witnesses
called in the case would have
"long hair, beards and wear
unconventional clothing."

First,

(.Xll(tStftathets.
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
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'Aerie' Reaches Sensitive Insights

Jurors Disclose Anti-Berrigan Discussion

picture a re·

ligious Com·
munity. A
Community
founded by
an American convert
iu, and ror, the
benefit of
North Amer·
ica.
Picture a
founder who
was a century
ahead of his
time. A man
with d vi~ion
tJ,,.,cametru... ~
A man with IF"""
a belief that
a Community could be modern
and flexible cnou)lh to meet the
need~ of the Church in every ar.e
liS they arise. A Community that
wouldn't fag bchimlthc times on
leaden feet. A Community that
would communicate through the
spoken and printed word and one
that wouldn't he hampered by
specific activities when new needs
nrise.
Next, picture the men in this
new Community. They would be
flexible. Each one would use his
own individual talents in his own
way and would be given the free.
dom to do so,
These arc the Paulists. The
modern religious Community.
Keeping !}ace with the times.
Concernc(l.lnvolved.
If you can picture yourself as
a Paulist, why not write for more
information to: Rev. Donald C.
Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Di·
rector, Room No. 400

Denver: Romantic Ballad Singer

William Kunstler

FRESH1v1EN
-here is your chance for a SMALL class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

G.S. 102 Freshman Reading Seminar [3]
Broad general reading and class discussion for freshmen,
with senior lronors students acting as discussion leaders ur.~
dcr faculty direction.
These 3·1JOur seminars, limited to 10 students each, are open to all
freshmen. They ·will fulfill part of the course requirement for students
who later enroll in the General Honors Program.
There are a few openings left in some of the ten sections offered.
You can late register for one of tl1~se seminars at the Honors Center
(SW corner, Zimmerman Library) , where the schedule is available.

"I have no qualms about that,"
one plump woman from a
midstate college town said. "'l'he
Lord dressed that way.''
A middle-aged insurance agent
with fllll, grey, sideburns replied:
"I have a son with hair down to
his shoulders:- it doesn't bother
me."

Popejoy Prof
Speaks Today
'l'he Popejoy Visiting Professor,
Georg Borgstrom, world authority
on food resources and their
utilization, will speak informally
at the Honors Center, Jan. 28
from 3·5 p.m.
Borgstrom, is a prolific writer
and editor, concentrating most of
his research in fish, fruits and
vegetables,
He founded and directed two
major food research institutes in
Sweden and these developed
important data on the use of food
reso1.1rces, fo"od freezing and
frozen bacteriology.
A sched1.1le of his office hours
can be picked up at the office of
Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences Howard Dittmer, in
Ortega Hall.
Borgstrom will also give a
public lecture in Popejoy Hall on
Feb. 9 at 8 p.m. The title of the
talk will be, "SeventiesMankind Decades Destiny."

l

.....................
(@uartrrs

"AERIE"
John Denver
(RCA/LSP·4607
I've never been what you might
call a John Denver freak, being
content to listen a few times to
the promotional copies of his
earlier discs that my father .so
graciously supplied me with, and
then filing them away with the
other "Ciecent" albums I don't
make time to listen to.
Denver's newest, "Aerie,"
wasn't overpowering enough to
make me an overnight convert but
it is easily good enough to make
me want to play it again, and
records that inspire that feeling
are usually the type that you
eventually find a niche in your
mind for.
He is a sensitive, often romantic
ballad singer whose compositions
speak of his leaving behind the
insanity of city life for the
tranquility of farm, wife, children,
friends, and peacheating. I often
scoff at the message ot the back •
to • the • country cursaders but
Denver's approach makes it seem
as if it might be the best way to
self-realization, It is the music of a
content man.
In songs like "Starwood in
Aspen," "Friends with You,'' "All
of My Memories," he shows great
insight into the need of a
favorable environment, and good
friends. He observes only too well
how people run themaelves into
the gound, and makes it obvious
that he isn't going to join the
parade.
But this album isn't without its
comment on such things as the
War, loneliness, and America;
good and bad, In his beautiful
rendition of Kris Kristof'ferson 's
"Casey's Last Ride," he speaks of
a lost soul who "reaches for

anything to keep from going
home," as he rides the subways,
remembers lost loves, and is
reminded that it's a shame to be
alonlil. Personally this was my
fuvorite song on the album, he
just gets it across. Another
favorite is "The City of New
Orleans," where he recollects the
events and people he came in
contact with on a train of the
same name. "Goodnight/ Good
morning America/ Don't you
know me/ I'm your native son,"
goes the chor1.1s of this railroad
song, Being a rail fan of sorts, this
song, with its approach to rail
travel as a good way to view many
facets of our nation, was greatly
appreciated.
He delves into the political
situation in only one song, "The
Readjustment Blues." It is a tale
of a Vietnam vet()ran who ret1.1rns
to the United States only to be
confronted with tear gas and
bayonets in a Washingtou peace
demonstration. Readjustment,
indeed.
Most of the songs contain a
type of optimism in life itself that
is absent from much of the music
being turned out today. But l1e is
not the quaint boyish· faced
cherub singing down from the
mountaintops that I once thought
he was. In his song "The Eagle
and the Hawk" he more or less
SOUTH BENFLEET, England
(UPI-When Tom Smith gave his
wife an antique chastity belt for
her birthday, she thought it was
funny and tried it on. Her glee
died, however, when their
3-year·old son threw the key out
the window and firemen had to
cut her out of the device.
"The firemen had a bit of a
laugh, but it was not too funny
for me," she said.

summarizes his philosophy. I
found the latter part of the song
particularly good and it goes like
this: "Come dance with the west
wind and touch on the mountain
tops/ Sail o'er the canyons and up
to the stars/ And reach for the
heavens and hope for the future/
And all that we can be and not
what we are," I believe I'll 'be
listening to more of Mr. Denver in
the future.
J'im Pen~ero_

language: through a collection of
instruments which he hangs
around his neck and plays
individually and simultaneously.
Kirk plays tenor sax, striteh,
manzello, clarinets, fl1.1te, black
mystery pipes, and so on. Kirk
sings, grunts, shrieks, wails,
:moans, and cries.
Take a song like "Black Root"
as an example. Kirk is the only
musician on the tune. He plays
two black mystery pipes
simultaneously, has a drone going,
and accompanies himself on brass
and cymbals. Then Kirk breaks
off the instruments and continues
the rhythm through a series of
seat half notes and grunts.
Kirk can seemingly move the
chasm from "Black Root," an
arrangement of a Dvorak tune on
the "Medley" which was .recorded
on an album one year earlier, The
composition moves from Dvorak
into Les Brown and ends up with
a Richard Rogers piece. On the
surface, the distance is too great
for most artists to cover..But Kirk
makes it look easy with the
artistry he always manages.
The album, itself, has many
faults. There is seemingly no
logical arrangement or selection of
Kirk tunes for this piece. Neither
is thElre any explanation which
t.races Kirk's musical
development. What it appears that
Atlantic did was take a few of the
title tunes from Kirk albums plus
one or two numbers which he is
known for (in concl)rt), and filled
out the album with some pieces
under four minutes. In short,
there is no reason for this album

I

Nader S
daily luhcheon special
AUTHENTIC LEBANESE FOOD

to exi~t as it haa been p~oduced
and packaged.
If the people at Atlantic want
to put out a "bes~ of" alb1,1m,
more care ahould be taken in
selecting and preparing the
package so that the buyer and
listener has some idea that the
artist does not operate in a
vac1.1um.
However, there is no fault with
Kirk's playing. For thos11 w'ho
have never heard this artlst, pick
up this album as a starter. Kirk
has been heading into more of a
black music, and his new album
"Rahsaan Roland Kirk" is a clear
picture of some of his more recent
explorations.
Aaron Howard
UNM has been a member of the
North CE:ntral Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools
since 1922.

DIAMONDS
SHOPPERS
OPEN
•TILL 7:30

TONITE

Veg. elarian salads
all natural foods
shish kabob & shish kofto
Tues-fri II :30. 2 pm, 5·1 0 pm
Sat & Sun 5-10 pm, closed Mon.
5900 Lomas NE

266-3629;

Special Student Terms

2312 CENTRAL SE

Fashions
that refle~t ~~ur ...........,...,_.
from

r~..

Trend

.

Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs
(and your
favorite drinlls)
905 Yale S.E.
t t
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Had a Good
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Lately?
ZODIAC PIZZA

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277-4202;
Advertising 277·4002

Every Pizza Under the Sun

The Da.Uy New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
every :regular week of the Univer·
slty year by tbe Board of Student

106 Cornell S.E.

Try our Lobo Spec:ic::tl

Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerque, New
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate is

a small pizza
and drink

96c

$7 for the acadetnic year.

The opinions expressed on the
editorial puges of The DailY Lobo

c:all 268·2300 for
free delivery
5:00 p.m.-3:00a.m. l

are those of the author solely. Un·
signed opinion is that of the edi·
totial bOard Of The Daily Lobo,
Nothing printed in The Dally Lobo
necessarlly represents the views of
the University of New Mexico.
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Average League Official
Man of Different Sides
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Sports Around Campus •..

Weekend Features Many Sports Activities
Oo<~.<:h

John Mechem's UNM
swimming team has compiled a
2·0 record so far this season with
wins over New Mexico State and
Texas Tech. The Lobos were to
face Brigham Young and Utah this
weekend.
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Lorenzo Allen

But bec;~.use of the hole in
Johnson pool in Johnson gym,
where the meets are usually held,
Mechem said the meetfi were
cancelled. Mechem said he didn't
know if there would be a date
when the teams could make up
the meets.
Coach Hugh Hackett's track

\~

team pulled an upset on the
Tingley Coliseum boards here last
week whell his Lobos defe;tted the
University of Kansas 62·60 in the
dual part of a triangular meet.
The track.sters meet up with
defending WAC indoor champions
Texru;-El Paso and Arizona this
Saturday at 1: 30 p.m. at the same ·
coliseum for an indoor meet.
UTEP scored 155 points to win
the 1971 WAC indoors while BYU
was second with 125, New Mexico
placed third with 90 points,
Leading the U'I'EP entries w!!lJI>e
indoor shot champ""Fred
DeBernardi who made national
headlines last week by defeating
world record holder Randy
Matson in the Sunkist Invitational
in Los Angeles.
RON JACOBSEN~ UNM
wrestling team hopes the spirit of
winning will continue at its torrid
pace throughout the season. His
team took a thrilling 21-18 win
over defending NAIA champs
Adams State last Tuesday night.
And the Lobos will have
another opportunity to see the
Adams State team this weekend
when the Lobos visit the lOth
Annual Mountain Intercollegiate
Wrestling Association
championship in Gunnison, Colo.
The meet features 15 teams from
every state that has Rocky
Mountains in it.
While Jacobsen's 8·2-1 wrestlers
are in Gunnison, coach RUSTY
MI'fCHELL's defending WAC
champs will be heading for a

C':A
,
THE~ LEISON J
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RED HOT PANTS
1710CENTRALSE

two-night $tand in southexn
California for two gymnastics
matches.
The first is tlm UCLA Chl.ssic,
which the Lobos won handily last
year, tonight, and a dual against
Cal St.~Fullerton Saturday, The
Lobos, now 0-2 on the season,
with losses to Indiana St. and
Southern Illinois, have been
hampered by injuries all season.
Pave Repp, twice WAC alHrround
champ for UNM, has been forced
to redshirt this season because of
injuries.
In the Lobos'loss to Southern
Illinois (164.80-163,75) Mitchell's
forces scored more than any
gymnastics team has ever scored
at UNM.
LINDA ESTES, coach of the

stude~ts th~t

UNM women's tennis team,
reminded intetested
the :first tennis team practices wtll
be on Monday on the new courts
east of Johnson gym.

THE IN'.!' lt AM URAL
departme.nt remdmde:
that entrtes are ue · e · . or e
volleyball tom;ney, startmg Feb.

~1 ~tfde~~s

7.

Intramurals Dept.
Lists Autumn Score
The UNM lntramural
Department has released the
results of all intramural
competition in the first semester,
listing Pi Kappa Alpha as the
leader in total points with 965.
Lea ding fraternities also
included Sigma Chi and Lambda
Chi Alpha with 585 and 465
points, respectively.
The N ads lead the major
independents, scoring a total of
410 points followed by the
Rookies with 320 points and
NROTC with 270,
Alvarado was the front· runner
of the Dorms scoring 150 points,
closely followed by Onate and
Hokona- Granada with 140 and
130 points, respectively.
Basketball was thll most
participated sport, as the NADS
and the Rookies finished one and
two in the leagues.
Final individual and Team
scores:

l3owling: 1) Pikes, 280; 2) NADS 1,
235; 3) NADS 2, 210.
Flag Football: l) Sigma Chi, 350; 2) Pi
Kappa Alpha, 310.
Golf Doubles: 1) Azt Hayman and
l3!ail: Blaw!<ley, Independents; 2) Dave
Hofda and Tom Roope, Lambda Chi
Alpha.
Badminton Singles: Mike Conway beat
Bill Raymez, both Pikes,
Hartdball Doubles: 1) HPER; 2) PKA.
Tennls Doubles: :t) C,H. Senter and
Chas Hickman, Alpha l{appa Lambda;
2) Ralph Beckett Art Sheinberg,
lndvcnd~nts.

Paddlcball Doubles: 1) Fred Hammond
and Dave Chase, Independent; 2) Steve
Willis and Fcanlt Sandry, BMA.
Relay Trael<: 1) Lambda Cb.i Alpha; 2)
Phi Delta Theta; 3) MCTC.
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Out for Season

Faulkner Leaps

(32) will lead the Lobos aginst

Arizona St. tonight and Arizona
tomorrow night,

Cagers Face Devils, Cats
UNM's basketball team has a
perfect opportunity to move up
the WAC ladder when they face
two league opponents, Arizona
State and Arizona, in games this
weekend at University Arena.
First on the agenda will be
Adzona St. The Sun Devils are
currently 2-2 ln WAC play and
10·5 overall. Their conference
win~ came at home over Colorado
St. and Wyoming. On the road
they have been somewhat less
than sparkling, losing to BYU and
Utah.

Spcciali7.jng in the

LONGFULLLOOK
Straightening
Men's Full Wigs

ELECTIONS

Sales and Service

VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2914 CentraiSE
across from the Triangle

The Sun Devils are described as
a very "physical" team. Their big

men are 6·4 Paul Stovall, 6·5 Rhea
Taylor and 6·7 Mike Bowling.
The surprise team of the league
has been the Arizona Wildcats. As
December ended the Wildcats had
the none-too·flashy record of
1-11, and they were looked at as
the funk leaders of the WAC. A
few weeks later the situation had
reversed itself when they beat
three WAC foes, Utah, CSU and
Wyomi.ng, to give them
undisputed second place in the
conference, after BYU.
The Lobes meanwhile have
come off two straight victories,
the big one being the upset over
St. Louis. Head coach Bob King
feels that his squad ''has turned
the cover and are ready for the
WAC wars.''
The preliminary game for the
ASU tilt will b11 the Lobo £rash
againsL Yavapai JC from Arizona.
Coach King is scouting several of
the Yavapai cagers, saying, "We're
looking at a couple of them."
Students are reminded that
they must have their athletic ID's
validated or they will not be
admitted to the upcoming games.
The validation is free and is being
done at the UNl\1 Photo Serviee,
1820 Las Lomas.

For President
S Vice-President
Filing Deadlines: 4:30 p.m. Jan. 31
Contact GSA office for further
information 277-3803
t·t-t••••• t-•••••• ....
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By ROGER J. RUVOLO
After scoring the highest score
ever achieved by a UNM
gymnastics team, head coach
Rusty Mitchell's forces proved
one thing: what they lack in men
they more than make up for in
talent.
The injury-ridden gymnasts will
be on the west coast tonight and
tomorrow night for the UCLA
classic and a dual with Cal. St. ·
Fullerton. But, th~>y will be
without the services of two-time
WAC all-around champion Dave
Repp.
Repp, who already has
undergone shoulder surgery to
correct a separation, has
rcdshirted for the season.
l3ill Parise, team co-captain for
the gymnasts last year, said,
"when you take out a man like
Dave, it hurts." But as it that was
not enough bad fortune to befall
the powerful squad, Joe Kinkel.
was forced into retircmen~
because of a pinched nerve in his
elbow. Kinkel was third in the
WAC last year in the still rings.
Might Win WAC
Despite the injuries and lack of
depth, indications are that the
Lobos will repeat as WAC
champions. So far this year they
have lost two road duals, one to
Indiana St., the other to Southern
lllinois. The 164,80·163.75 loss to
SIU didn't embarrass Mitchell nt
all•.For one. thing, S!U bas never
lost (at least in about 20 years) at
home, and for another, the Lobes
achieved their higl1est point total
in history.
If you recall, the Lobos thrilled
a packed Johnson gym crowd last
year with a win over SIU.
As far as personnel goes, the
Lobos are fairly well,stacked in
most events except the side horse,
where a third man is needed.
Taking over the 1-2 posts on the

New Mexico's Mike Faulkner

HAIR DESIGNS
FOR MEN

GRADUATE STUDENT
AS SOCIAliON

,,
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;·,I'

New Prices
(Permanent)
.
ourpnce
.2.88
4.98.
. 3.88
5.98.
6.98 ......... .4.59
9.98' ......... 6.49

Hair

·

t
+

243-1988
Bangia Desh Always
Cost 10.79
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Expert
No Nets, Gels, laquer
.Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appoirtt~ertt only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)
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teachers. Thre.:! are high school
coaches, two conch in college, and
two others are in management. In
addition, there is u bailiff, a
salesman, a programmer, a
b1lsinessman, an· investment
stockbroker, a rehabilitation
supervisor, a golf pro, and a
contracting officer in the varsity
officiating program.
WAC sidelight. conversations
incl11de one between Colorado
State basketball coach Jim
Williams and Denver Univer~>ity
coach Jim Karabetsos. "Who do
you play next?" Williams inquired
after his team beo.t Denver 47·45.
''UCI,A,'' Karabetsos slowly
uttered, "1 hope you have good
weather," replied Williams,

Indian Program

All Indian students are invited
to attend a dinner at the
International Center Jan, 29 at
3:30 p.m. The program is
sponsored by Kiva Club.

TEAC'S
NOISELESS

SALE!!
SAVE $44°0 NOW
On Purchase of TEAC A-24
Casette Deck and TEAC
AN~50 Dolby Noise Suppressor

UNIVERSITY SHELL

A-24

specializing in t'une-ups
brakes, air conditioning
&: expert welding
FREE PICKUP & DELlVERY

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. service
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268·5877

AN-50

Now Both

ONLY

$199so

Just to r.efresh your Memory the
A-24 Stereo Cassette Deck
combines full size low noise tape deck performance with cassette
convenience.
A·24 features ••• unique auto-stop mechanism ••• Fool proof
JSh,•bc•tfo,n operation ••• Versatile input selector for easy inter•
"n'"""''"*i'"" to tuners, line sources or existing stereo systems •••
Poo-LJo cassette loading ••• Dual VU meter •• , Front panel monil<ll'intt jack.

TEAC AN-50 is the perfect Dolby unit for use exclusively
the A-24 and other TEAC cassette decks. It extends its operat•
capabilities to include high quality reproduction of low noise/
energy cassette tapes.

-'"'Get that same flavor

Student Stereo Center
leading Brands of Components
at Student Prices
Blank & Stereo Cassette & Reel Tapes at discount

with our

(Near Girard & Central N.E.)

RemernberSumrner Cookouts?

1820 CENTRAL
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formidable opponents to anyone.
Aitken has been an
all·Amcrican his first two yllars at
UNM on the high bar, und last
yem: earned the winning points for
UNM in their win against
Southern Illinois,
Pennsylvanian Ivicek, from the
same town Joe Namath grew up
in, has been selected to meet the
Japanese team in California and
placed s.eventh in the first
Olympic Trinls held last
November,
Ivicek carries the weight for the
Lobos in three of the six events,
and is the second man in two
others. According to Parise, "he's
doing tricks nobody does."

for Men
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side horse are Fred Cardenas,
former JC national champ, and
veteran Mark Hopkins.
Shelley Back
Dana Shelley, who was working
out the. seventh week after his
lmee was operated on and put in a
cast for cartilage trouble, is
undefeated this season in .floor
exercise. Behind him are two
freshmen, Eric Nesbitt, another of'
a long line of Pennsylvania
gymnasts to come to UNM, and
Dave Chandler, of Albuquerque's
St. Pius High School.
With the loss of Parise through
graduation and. Repp through
injury, the Lobos were left at bay
when it came time for the still
rings. But a walk-on wl\0 never
worked on still rings before ge hot
to UNM, Bob Chavez, has done an
admirable job of replacement.
Parise termed Chavez as one of
the best, if not the best, ring man
on the team. "He works harder
than anyone I've ever seen,"
comm~nted Pm:ise.
Two Pillars
Perhaps the two pillars of the
gymnastics team could best be put
in a class by themselves. Jon
Aitken and Jim Ivicek are both
underclassmen, and already have
established themselves as

.Razor's Edge
Sebri1zg
Professional

Gold
Street

I

Dave Repp, two.-time WAC all-~ound champion for the New
Mexico gymnastics team, has redshirted this year due to a shoulder
operation. Repp underwent a successful corrective operation
recently.

Gymnasts Look to Defend Title
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Dave Price, director of
information for the WAC, released
some information regarding the
league's basketball officials.
Th!l average WAC basketball
ofiicial is 39 years old, stands an
even six feet tl\ll, and weighs
about 182 pounds. This survey
was conducted by WAC's
supervisor of officials John
Adams.
The average WAC basketball
official earns $18,950 a year, is
married, and has three children.
He has officiated 14 years at the
high school level, and eight years
in college.
Of the 23 varsity officials, 21
played varsity basketball in high
school and 12 participated in the
sport in cQllege. Eight officials
earned all-state honors in high
school. Almo$t half (ll) have
coached basketball.
There are four
Joyed in
and

Broiled Hamburger
266·0550 7:00am· midnight Across from Johnson Gym

. :··~~F.~l.ONTiE:j~~· :·;. ,

~m.s.~au~~~

Nedr the UniVer!lity

3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triangle)

255-1695

HOUSE
P11ge 7

II

Blood Bank

A volunteer blood bank has
been .set up by the Bernalillo
County Medical Center.
A spokesman for BCMC,
Richard Petty said, "There is a
need in Albuquerque for a blood
, bank to keep the volume of blood
up."
The requirements are that you
be between the ages of 18 and 66

CLASSIFIED

and in gen~ral good health.
Blood may be given at the
Bernalillo County Medical Center
Blood Bank located at the
laboratory on the second floor.
The times are Monday through
Friday at 4:30·8:30 p.m. or at
Blood Services of New Mexico,
315 Elm S.E. on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, 8
a.m.· 3 p.m.; Thursday, noon to 7
p.m.

ADVERTISING

nATES; 7c per word, 20 word mintmum ($140! per time run. lf ad is to
run five or more con~ecutive days with
nc> changes the rate Is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number or
words tQ 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or, mall.
Classified Advertising
UNM P,O. Boll 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in (ull prior to Insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

"LAW SCHOOL -- WlLL I LIKE IT7
CAN I MAKE IT 7" A new book by a
2'ecen~· Jaw graduate for prospective law
students. Send $2.96. Kroos Press, Box
37Q9A Milwaukee, Wis. 63217 or order
through your bookstore. 1/28
MARRIED AND SlNGLE STUDENTS,
Hospitali~atlon insurance. Pays up to
$450 for maternity. For fnf() telephone
242-1217. 2/..;8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'-----

THIS SATURDAY lN CONCERT-John
Denver-with Fat City. Advancl,l tickets
$3,50 from Uncle Sam's Dept. Store, 111
Harvard. 1/28
AGORA-ia going ba<:k on regular schedule
for second semester. 24 hours, no J.D., no
money necessnry. NW corner Mesa Vista
Hall. 277·301_3_..tf-'n-------EXPERlENCE A HIGH IN LEATHE«:
Pants, jackets, beltl!, wallets, hnts, bags,
knnpsacks. Upstairs 11t TilE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte VIsta NE
·_:.._..;._..;.
(behind 'rrianele Dar)
Tfn

2)

LOST & FOUND

____

--------

FOR SALE

RCA 4-apeaker stereo system good condi·
tion. Call 266-4601 afternoons or eV{)•
nings. 2/3
TAOS SKI AREA. :Uy qwner. Large iurniehed efficiency condominium. Sleeps 4,
Sierra del Sol No. 'i. Near lifts. 505·776·
26811 eves, or 605-776-2\181, Or WJ:ite. 2/2
1966 PLYMOUTH V·S Sedan. Good working cQnditlon. $150.00, Phone 265·3379.
2/3
E:OME-MADE SOUPS, stews, bread. 8 to
8, Th11rese's, 1607 Carlisle SE. 2/~
STE«EO COMPONENT SYSTEM lnclud·
ing AM-FM multiplex tuner, w/75 watts
of music power. Full silled deluxe BSR
turnt:lble w/4 speaker cross-qver s)l!ltem,
$88.00, cash or terms.
UNITED
FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
Open seven days a week.
2 GOO:ORICH SNOW TIRES. Size 5.60/13
call 255-7ll38. Prof, Tomlins in Language
department. 2 / . : 1 - - - - - - - - GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUPPY. A dog
for those who enjoy the outdoors • .AKO
registeretl, all shots. 268-6602.
--~··
TWIN BED lo'RAMES, $7.60 each. Apt.
si:te gas range, $41>.00. GE washer a:nd
dryer, $35.~ each:_!77-9733. 2/1_ __
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS. Donna 210,
Good Bargain. $30.00. 266-4457. 2/1
UNCLE SAM'S DEPARTMENT STORE,
111 Harvard. Pea Coats, $15.95. Book
bags ln three styles from $1.60. Smoking
_acce:'sorl'=:2(1_ _ _ _• - - - - NEW & USED MUSICAL INSTRU·
MENTS & RECORDS. Brothers Music.
1831 Central NW. 2<!2-37'i5. l/28.
CHEVY V AN-1961. NE:W engine installed
December. Body In good shape too. Too
good to last long, Cali 266-2616 aftt>r 3

--

-·-----

-----

I.OST NEA« SUB - EARRING. Roadrunner In curved triangle, call 877-3063.
LOST.::.zFArn-OF GLASSES, ..i, gold
rims, 1 tortoise shell. If found, plelUle
call 256·9363, I NEED THEM.
FOUND: KNAP--;ack -~th nam;---;n-u.

Identify and pickup at Room 206 Jour.
nalism.
REWARD offered !or ring lost on campus
Tuesday-wide gold band with unusual
symbols-if found, co.ll 2lill·411G atfer 4
PM. 1/28
NEED MY I,D.'a and glasses from the
brown leather purse taken In the Llbrnry, '!'hey can't help you. Call 344Hll!6, 1/28
FOUND. Kenneth Peter's Foeial security
card. Pickup at Room 206, Journalism.
$10.00 REWARD-Black -Wallet-Ealde~.
No qUe:Jtlona. Phone 2GG·403G please. 2/1

'H

LEVI BUSH JEANS at $10. Now available
in green & tan at Lobo Men'a Shop,
2120 Central SE.
_,......_ _ _- MARTIN GUlTARS-New shipment just
arrived. KING MUSIC, 7017 Menaul NE

-·

...

>

- -

••

---~

:PARKING SPACE !or rent by scntestl'!-r.
$45.00. Stanford at Cl'!ntf'al. Almost.
Phone 29U-1166 nrter 4 :0() P.!'.t. Ask for
Lee. 1/28

O~anlm:a In all fieltls-Socinl Sciences,
Business, Sdences, Engineerin!l', Eduentlon, cte. Alnsltn construction and pipeline work. Enrnings to SGOO weekly.
Summer or permanent. Po.id expenses,
Luuu~c-11, travel. ComPlete current informntion-only $3.00. :Money bacl~ gUnt•antee. Apply early for best opnortunitieswriw now! l! Intenmtionnl Employment,
Dolt 721-N19r.i, Peabody, 1\tnssnchusetts,
01960. (Not an employment agency).
COLLEGE STIJ:OENT TO REPRESENT
LOCAL Fffir.t IN l\tARKETING new
product deve1aped by the National Aeronautics & Spnce Administration. Intr-oduce
fl'llow studeht.'l & friends to nn ndventur..
in the "World or Sound." Earn top $$:
Call Mr. Ashley 268'·3766. 2/1

5)

1!

FORSALE

l!IC4 RED VALIANT CONVERTIDLE.
Good c()ndition. Good cruiser. $230,0!1
2GG·!IOu3. 21a
1!170 KARMAN GIIIA, 13,600 tnlles,
loaded! 268·0110, 6 PM to 10 AM. 2/Z
NEW-Mnn's frihlrcd split cowhide J~thcr
Jacket (mcd.) $20,00, New-slide/movie
scr<'Ctt, $10, used movie apllcer. $6. 2!164304, 2/3
FJRFlWOOD FOk SALE - UNM: student,
247·!1170. 2/3

PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSl!:S. Degfnntng,
Intermediate, Advanced. Ask for Andrea
West. El(Pcrienced. 282·5894, 2/3.

$5. SD-$10. Itemized Deduction
$2,50 for additional schedules

............

to

R<•pair & ~taiJll('li<UJ<t·
on all foreign rar.~

SINGER TAX SERVICE

<floreign Car Specialis1s

cxpctt bookkeeping&: tax serv.
299~2325 1336 Wyoming N.E.
(above Montessori school)
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INGMAR BERGMAN'S

..

(tlngmor Bergman Is one of the most
peculiarly gifted and demonlocal!y

I

creative movie makers of modern times"

I

"~a~~errieS

Rm OF BEEF

6, 8, 10 pm SUB Theatre

$2.85

Admission 75¢

• • • • •

ToP SlRLOIN

Srrved with Soup or Tossed

Green Salad, Mashed or
~·rench

Fried Potatoes,
Vegetables, }tolls & Butter.

• • • • • $2.10
SHRIMP DINNER (4)
Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Shrimp Sauce,
}'rench Fries, Ro1ls &

.....

Lemoh Wedge.

V2 FRlED CHICKEN-

-

$1.65

4 pes.

························~····················-··

$1.80
$3.50

HAMBURGER STEAK

Served with Cole Slaw,
Mashed or French Fries,
Rolls & nutter.

17)~~

AcRoss FROM CAMPUS·
Cr·:NTRAL & GJRARD 265-1669

..

LBB

MARVINas
MONTI: W.ALSR

..

A Real Western

.
JJ:AHRI: MOBI:AU
.....
Saturday & Sunday .JACJC PALARCI:
.
.
.•
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
co ihJII•ng

~

~

.

·r· '""'"' '"'""""'"40'"'DAYS'""I'i\j'""ElJR'OP'E"'"' "'"""'"""'"""''l
1

············L~~~~ J~~e··a·R~;~~~ ·:~~,y 1a · · -·· · ······ -· -- ··-~

· -

!.==-

Round trip air fare Albuquerque to Frankfurt to Albuquerque
only $299.00 per person, on luxurious super DC-8

.

AU students, facultyr staff, arid their families eligible. Monarch Travel
Agency will be happy to make any additional travel arrangements such as
Eurail passes, auto rental, and/or purchases, hotels, etc.

MISCELLANEOUS

UELLY :OANCING - 8 w€eks series beginning Feb: 1. Near cnmpUs, Elizabeth.
2G!i·4811. 2/3
"SUE'S" Rummage Sale continues until
sold out I 1611 Cadis!(! Sl!1. 2/2
ENROLL NOW t Accredited Blblc_Co_U_n!_e_s.
Christian Student Center, 130 Girard NE.
2G6·431Z.
2/4.

EXPERT TAX
PREPARATION
..Satisfied Students today are
tustomers in vears to come
, .. \Ve plan satisfy. STU·
DENT DISCOUNT 20%.''

~···············~·····

·r--------------------

Soup or Salad.

~!-~~:.:?,~0-~~--2/4.

,e

P 0 NTIAC, Mich. (UP I)-Burglars broke into the home of
Joe Swift Tuesday and stole $200
in bills and $20 in dimes from a
coin collection.

Served with Baked Potato
or French Fries, Vegetable,

1/28

G~!i,J,;;.;:~ii~~~·l~::~~~·;r. ~.~~;;;~:;~;.;,:~~:··

FOR RENT

PRIME

Voting Record
The voting record of each state
legislator on environmental and
social i!lsues faced in . the 1971
session has been compiled and
may be obtained from the Central
Clearing House, 338 E. DeVargas
St., Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.

SUNDAY SPECIALS

NEW 10-SPEEDS. Great selection. Tradeins Wel~ome. THE DIKE SHOP 823 Yale

NEW 1971 SINGE-R--S-E_W__,_I-N"'G--Mt\-CHINES equipped to do most any.
thing, $49.96. Cash or Terms. OPen 7
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE tfn

Friday, JanuarY 28
NMMEA All State Music Clinic\ all
day; various locations of tbe Union and
Popejoy Hall,
PW Beta Kappa; noon; ~oom 230.
Union.
ISRAD Center fo~ Environmental
Reseatch; 2 p.m.; room 231E, Union.
Popejoy Visiting Protes~or, Geo~:g
Borstrom; 3 p.m.; Honors Center,
Zimmerman Library.
Film, "Wild Strawberdes"; 6, 8 and
10 p,m,; Union Theater; 7 5 cents with
student ID,
Student Tenants Organization; 7
p.m.; room 2310, Union,
Saturday, Januaty 30
NMMEA All State Music Clinic: all
day; various locations of the Union. and
Popejoy Hall.
Indian students dinner; 3:30 p.m.;
Int~Jrnational Center,
Film, 11 Monte Walsh"; 7, 8 and 10
p.m.; Union Theater; 75 cents with
Student ID.
Basketball; 7:30 p.m.; University
Arena.

The elections for GSA
president and vice president will
be conducted in mid-February.
Applications to run for both
offices may be obtained from the
GSA Office on the first floor of
thP. Union.
Applications must be returned
by 5 p.m., Monday, Jan. 31.

AU JUS

The Clinical Law Program of
the UNM School of La,w, has been
authorizt'ld by the New Me~dco
Supreme Court to provide legal
counsel for qualified students and
employees of the Univer.\lity,
If yo\t are being evicted, about
to lose your car, need draft
counseling, or if you have legal
question$ about welfare, or have
any other legal problems, call or
visit the Clinical Law Program
office at 1117 Stanford, N,E.,
Room 148 (in the new Law
S.chool building nex.t to the North
University Golf Course). The
telephone number is 277~3604.
Please call or come by to make an
appointment.
The legal counsel is free of
charge, but there is a nominal
registration fee of 50 cents,

Calling U

~

GSA Election

-·-=-:-~~-----~---

up-s-S15:TH1CiUiUl'SliOF,-~-

(JVlmSIMS .JOES l•'OR 6-fUDENi"S. i\ustrnllit\, Europe, S. America, Africa etc.
All PrOft"'Afons and oeeuvnttone. $700 to
S!l,OOO monU1ly, f}XP!'IlSCS paid, overtime,
nlghltJ~eing. I<'rec information. Write,
.1oro OverseM, :OE.'pt. K9, Box: 1G071, Snn
-~lego, CA. ?Zllti_._~.__/~3·~----

Reptilian

UNM biology graduate Mike
Williamson will speak before the
monthly meeting of the New
Me"ico Herpatological Society
Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. in room 139 of
the UNM biology building.
Williamson will discuss rare and
unusual reptiles and amphibians
of the Southwest, including his
work with the Chihuahuan ridge •
nosed rattlesnake arid the unique
Jemez Salamander, which occurs
nowhere else in the world.
The talk is free and open to the
general public.

tires. $100. Bernie nt 842-~ 2/_!.
TliE LEATHERBACK TURTLE • , • your
organic haberdiiSher has pants that llt
where others leave off. Upstnlra at 2933
Monte VIs~ NE. (Behind the Triangle
Bar)· Tfn
::-W""'E::-H.:..A-:--V-::E-::D-::L...U-:-E----cJ...E~A-N~D:-:E::-L~L::-S:-,-:-$8-.-00.
_I.:?bo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.
HAND-MADE LEATHER PANTS. C!ls·
tom. Reasonable price. Experienced. 282.
Gll94. 2/3.

rr~~¥.f;Y;£S?:~?~~t::tr;~ KAi~k~:ti~~4f~i1!:!

G40G. 3/IJ.
Z.'INE OI,D FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY. t:amlly, Children.
Andrea Wrot. 282·G8!J4. 2/3.

Tenants Organization
The New Mexico Tenants
Organization steel:ing committee
will meet in room 231-D of the
Union at 7 p.m., Jan. 28.

_yro~f

SERVICES

lllleed tune

Tennis Practice

Spring pl'actice for UNM
women '!i tennis team will begin
Monday1 Jan, 31 at 2:30 p.m.
Anyone interested in trying out is
encouraged to show up for
Monday's practice,

~!-----------------SCHWINN
10-speed with Jock and thorn-

PEDAL & SPOKE 10-SJI€ed perfonnancc
ndjll!ltmcnt special: Adjust brakes and
gears, true wheels, Jubc cables, chafns
and s:;ears, Tighten all nuts and bolts.
Regular adiustment prlec $6.'l6, now
only Su.OO. Parts addltiannl charge. Com•
Paro.blc navha:a on all styles of bicycles.
Offer good until Feb. 7. P«lal & Spoke,
Richmond at Central NE. 1/28
PHO"i;'0 GRAPHY COURSE -lnd·l::--lduali~•
~
cd Instruction in photo !undamen~ls, or
to.llored to your present level, Taught by
llcrlou.q professional. Usc ot my excellent
darkroom !or heavY practice. Lectures,
dlscussioM, argumenbl, field tritJa, criti·
flUes. Limited to eight serious students.
Near UNM. Call 266·2444. 11/28
~
PROBLEM! C~r ~~;;-more~ g~~
SOLUTION: Rebuild your carburetor w/
lii·Allilude jefu-plus tune-up. All work
nunrnnteed. Minimum $20.00. Call 296·
8376, 7·10 u..m. 6·10 p.m. 1/2B
PASSPC>RT, IMMIGRATION;-INDEN'Ti-

4)

II

CAMPUS BRIEF§

Do You Need Legal Advice? ·

265·5901

Free bstimatcs

·----~---·-------------------------------------------------------------
'
To: Ronda Montoya
Monarch Travel Inc,
505 Marquette NW
Albuquerque, N.M. 87101

Telephone 243-1311

Please reserve
seats on our charter flight to Frankfurt. Enclosed is a check for
$
as deposit. Make all checks payable to Monarch Travel Agency/Charter
Flight. I understand that an amount of $99.00 per titkef is due now; $100.00 per ticket
is due March 15, and final payment of $100.00 is due April 15.
Name~)'------------------------------------

Telephorte·--------

Address--~---------------------------

.

Signatur~t---------------
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

